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Hand-Built CJ-2A
George Wright, WCW #1523, San 

Bernardino, CA, has a lot of history and 
thousands of hours in his 1947 CJ2A. His 
dad bought the stock Jeep in 1957 and 
in 1966 decided to install a Ford Falcon 
six in it. The engine replacement was 
done using adapters George made for his 
dad while he was serving in the Navy. 
Unfortunately, soon after the engine 
replacement, the Jeep was disassembled 
again so the new engine could be rebuilt.
After George’s father passed away the 
disassembled Jeep sat in the garage until 
the ’70s, then moved to George’s house 
where it sat until 1999. 

George began working for O&R 4 
Wheel Drive and saw the products they 
were turning out. He bought a 3A frame 
because it was stronger and started 
rebuilding the 2A from scratch. The 
Ford six was used for a while; then, as 
his four-wheeling got more serious, he 
decided that it was time to make some 

cam and was built by Orange Engine, the same shop that re-
built his father’s six. The transmission had been switched to 
a Turbo 350C when the Buick motor was used. George told 
us this transmission is unique for several reasons. It was 
used in the late ’70s and early ’80s in trucks and some pas-

senger cars; it has a bolt pattern for both Chevy and Buick; 
and it also has a lock-up torque converter. 

It is a good thing that George owns a machine shop be-
cause every part that has been added to the 2A is handmade. 
44s were installed front and rear with 4:10 gears. In the front 
he used a narrowed Scout II, and in the rear a ¾-ton Ford 

The Jeep is a marvel to look at because everywhere you look 
there is a clever machined component. The wiper assembly 
is just one of these interesting builds. George constructed 
a unique wiper that “actually works well” using a later CJ 
motor that was re-indexed and a cover (circa 1968 and later) 
mounted on the inside of the window frame to hide the motor. 
George’s unit has a nice box covering the width of the unit. 
He told us his design became so popular that he made ten of 
them through the years for friends. 
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“History Remixed”

The Jeep also has the onboard welding unit with con-

hydraulic power brake booster from a diesel truck driven by 
pressure from the power steering pump (the power steer-

Jeep has the original Warn rapid recovery winch that is now 
becoming popular again, and the body and paint work is 

the metal work on the body by hand so there was less than 

Chatsworth, California company, , has taken on the 
CJ-3B, creating two reincarnated versions of the Willys clas-

restoration specialist who was chosen to envision and build 
 is an automo-

tive specialty house dedicated to building “a limited number 

Customers can choose from one of ’s three current 

-

 also does “Concours quality restorations 
that hide modern chassis engineering,” which 

, visit their 
web site at http://www.icon4x4.com/
WCW TOUR OF ICON

West Coast Willys has arranged a private tour 

-
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tops were sold with the All-State name. The steel tops were 
most likely made by Koenig. The Koenig Company also 

the later CJs that were delivered from the factory with no 
Koenig tags on them. 

Sears half-cab top owned by Sam Jonson, Prairie Village, 
Kansas. Photo taken at the 1996 Midwest Willys Jeep Reunion 
in Jefferson City, MO.

Koenig and Sears are not the only companies that made 
tops for Jeeps. There were lots of independent makers. The 
Kelly Manufacturing Co. of Charleston, West Virginia, also 
manufactured tops from 1951 to well into the CJ-7 era. 
Kelly purchased the D.L Beck Manufacturing Company in 
Middlepoint, Ohio, which already built tops for the early 
Jeeps. We have the ’70s-era Kelly brochure from the parts 
department of the former Biava Jeep in Napa showing CJ 
and Jeepster Commando tops. There were no economy ver-
sions of the Kelly tops, but they were well built and had lots 
of glass. Beck/Kelly did offer an Econo-Cab that was also 
manufactured under the Kemco name. 

The Meyer quality hardtops, called Meyer Jeep Cabs, 
were available for the 2A and 3B but were mostly mar-
keted for later CJ-5, 6, and 7 models as the Jeep body style 

design on the door.
The Meyer hardtop roll-up window design owes a lot 

to another Willys-Overland “approved” top company, the 
Carson Machine & Supply Company out of Oklahoma City. 
The Carson CarCraft Jeep Body half tops were built with 
aircraft aluminum, and for the early 2 and 3As the win-
dow cranked up at a slant in the door making a larger glass 
opening possible (this same design was used for the Meyer 

“Postal” door option. 
The Jeep Postal DJ-5 enclosures of the ’60s owe a lot to 

the Koenig and Meyer companies. The DJ series hardtops 

hardtop versions for commercial use. The postal versions 

were available from 1955–1984 with the recognizable CJ-
type body designs.

1969 AMC DJ-5 Postal owned by Scott de Ridder, WCW#777.

Worman’s Jee-Cabs and Jeep Sedan Body (hardtops) 
were other aluminum hardtop options (they also made steel 
tops). Worman’s Packard/Willys dealership was in Toledo, 
Ohio, and you could order your Jeep top from this dealer-
ship. Worman’s advertisement stating that the tops were 
“tested in the Willys plant” made them appear to be fac-
tory approved. Many of these tops have a characteristic 
overhang above the front window, and the sedan model 
came with a plastic roof. The Worman tops were pictured in 

-
cally mentioned by name. The Worman company also built 
Military Jeep enclosures. 

There were many other top companies like Porter & Reed 
of Willinton, Kansas, and even one top built by a company 
in Oroville, CA, and there were many attempts by Jeep 
owners to build their own versions. The challenging part 

still usable with all the parts and roll-up window compo-
-

glass tops have come a long way in comfort, weight, outside 
visibility, and durability, but they owe their beginnings to 
the pioneering homespun Jeep hardtop companies.

Richard Venola, WCW #312, looking at a GPW with early 
truck cab attached (actually not a bad job, and look at how 
they solved the tank-under-the-seat issue and got larger fuel 
capacity)!

Tech Feature: The Civilian Jeep Hardtop
 by Walt Mikolajcik, WCW #1, Fairfield, CA

 
assembly line, Willys Overland and Jeep owners every-
where grappled with the problem of how to enclose these 
Jeeps in order to keep out the elements.
EARLY TOPS

The early heavy canvas tops had limitations in poor 
weather and with longevity (not so different from today) 
so soon the idea of a hard enclosure emerged. In the early 
years of the 2A you could actually buy a hardtop made by 
Willys Overland. These half-cab tops are very unique in 
appearance because a larger front window casing was used 

actually provide a lot more knee room and interior space.

1949 2A with Willys 
Overland hardtop owned 
by Steve Bovee, WCW 
#614. The back of the cab 
is open into the bed area. 
The Jeep originally came 
with a canvas-covered soft-top frame over the rear section.

AFTERMARKET ENCLOSURES

As the 1950s approached many companies began manu-
facturing enclosures. Willys chose to stop making hardtops 
and recommended that customers wanting hardtops or-
der “approved” aftermarket tops. The Koenig Iron Works 

that made aftermarket products for Willys and Jeep. They 

sold under the name King Power Winches. We will have 
-

cally, but one fascinating fact should be mentioned—it had 
no shear pin to break in case it was overloaded. The winch 
relied on using 5 16" cable, and when you got to 8,000 lbs. 
the cable was supposed to break to save your winch…now 
there is an interesting idea! 

The Koenig standard cab has sculpted door bottoms and 
small doors, small side windows and a single rear glass. The 
Super Cab has a large rectangle door that goes way down on 
the outside of the body, large side windows and a thin win-
dow on each side of the rear lift gate. The Koenig hardtop 
was considered to be one of the best made enclosures of the 
time, and they have proved their durability as you can still 

Mike Ahern, WCW #5, purchased a stock 1946 CJ-2A 
several months ago and decided that he wanted to equip it 
with some vintage aftermarket accessories that would have 
been found at the local Willys dealership. Being familiar 
with the Koenig PTO winch from a past Jeep, Mike decided 

PTO winch, and then the hunt was on for a Koenig hardtop. 
We recently accompanied Mike on a long trip to pick up a 
very nice original Koenig standard 2A hardtop. The only 
problem with the top was that there was a Jeep attached to 
it, and he couldn’t purchase one without the other! After 
removing the hardtop the Jeep went on eBay and is now on 
its way to Australia. The Koenig sales literature photos at 
the end of this article are also courtesy of Mike, as he was 
able to locate original sales brochures, including a book full 
of brochures, with one of his winch purchases.

Mike Ahern’s 
Jeep purchase 
with  
Koenig top

You could 
also buy hard-
tops through 
Sears, both in 
steel and alu-
minum. The Sears tops came disassembled with instructions 
and the owner could have the Sears dealer install it or save 
money and install it himself. The Sears tops have a drip 
rail above the door, and the aluminum version has a curved 
roof. There are lots of Sears tops still out there, owing to the 
fact that Sears had such a large advertising network. Kaiser-
Willys had a close relationship with Sears, selling the Sears 
All-State automobile with Kaiser running gear, and the ’50s 

(continued on page 8)
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 Pacific Coast Dream Machines 2012
Jim Russell, WCW #677, coordinated another successful 

 

Tom & Carmen Gunther, WCW #1326

Dan 
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The fun of the WCW events is in meeting up with long-

own and what they’ve been working on. This year was the 
9th annual Tom’s Farms event in Corona, CA, hosted by 
Art & Teresa Holling, WCW #259 -

well attended.
Bob and Bridget 

Tomson, WCW #1257

a larger Southern California trip they were doing. While not 

and even an Aero. Teri & Keith Munday, WCW #1455, 
and Larry Boyes, WCW #958, 
were there and taking t-shirt or-

Casey 
Dimmitt, WCW #1403, also 

the 3rd Annual Moab event that 
Doug 

Lee, WCW #632, trailered his 

and left with the Jeepster and 

bought from Bob Gall, WCW 
#1191

the right one when he saw Bill’s 
Bill 

Peet, WCW #266, was also 

-

Wagon still looks none the worse for wear but Bill has been 

 Cinco de Mayo at Tom’s Farms

was a lot of fun to drive.

 by Dan Bowermaster, WCW #1499, San Francisco, CA
 2012 Willys America Open House

Thanks to Jim Russell, WCW #677, for orga-
Paul Barry’s WCW #2

-

-

-
ous forests. Eventually you enter groves of smaller redwood 

summer resort town on the banks of the Russian River, 

and there is plenty of additional parking down off the strip 

3A at the time of the open house. This year there was even a 

of the shop and in-progress restorations, visit the WCW 
Dan 

Bowermaster’s WCW #1499 http://west-
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tops were sold with the All-State name. The steel tops were 
most likely made by Koenig. The Koenig Company also 

the later CJs that were delivered from the factory with no 
Koenig tags on them. 

Sears half-cab top owned by Sam Jonson, Prairie Village, 
Kansas. Photo taken at the 1996 Midwest Willys Jeep Reunion 
in Jefferson City, MO.
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Middlepoint, Ohio, which already built tops for the early 
Jeeps. We have the ’70s-era Kelly brochure from the parts 
department of the former Biava Jeep in Napa showing CJ 
and Jeepster Commando tops. There were no economy ver-
sions of the Kelly tops, but they were well built and had lots 
of glass. Beck/Kelly did offer an Econo-Cab that was also 
manufactured under the Kemco name. 

The Meyer quality hardtops, called Meyer Jeep Cabs, 
were available for the 2A and 3B but were mostly mar-
keted for later CJ-5, 6, and 7 models as the Jeep body style 

design on the door.
The Meyer hardtop roll-up window design owes a lot 

to another Willys-Overland “approved” top company, the 
Carson Machine & Supply Company out of Oklahoma City. 
The Carson CarCraft Jeep Body half tops were built with 
aircraft aluminum, and for the early 2 and 3As the win-
dow cranked up at a slant in the door making a larger glass 
opening possible (this same design was used for the Meyer 

“Postal” door option. 
The Jeep Postal DJ-5 enclosures of the ’60s owe a lot to 
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hardtop versions for commercial use. The postal versions 

were available from 1955–1984 with the recognizable CJ-
type body designs.
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Ohio, and you could order your Jeep top from this dealer-
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tory approved. Many of these tops have a characteristic 
overhang above the front window, and the sedan model 
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cally, but one fascinating fact should be mentioned—it had 
no shear pin to break in case it was overloaded. The winch 
relied on using 5 16" cable, and when you got to 8,000 lbs. 
the cable was supposed to break to save your winch…now 
there is an interesting idea! 

The Koenig standard cab has sculpted door bottoms and 
small doors, small side windows and a single rear glass. The 
Super Cab has a large rectangle door that goes way down on 
the outside of the body, large side windows and a thin win-
dow on each side of the rear lift gate. The Koenig hardtop 
was considered to be one of the best made enclosures of the 
time, and they have proved their durability as you can still 

Mike Ahern, WCW #5, purchased a stock 1946 CJ-2A 
several months ago and decided that he wanted to equip it 
with some vintage aftermarket accessories that would have 
been found at the local Willys dealership. Being familiar 
with the Koenig PTO winch from a past Jeep, Mike decided 

PTO winch, and then the hunt was on for a Koenig hardtop. 
We recently accompanied Mike on a long trip to pick up a 
very nice original Koenig standard 2A hardtop. The only 
problem with the top was that there was a Jeep attached to 
it, and he couldn’t purchase one without the other! After 
removing the hardtop the Jeep went on eBay and is now on 
its way to Australia. The Koenig sales literature photos at 
the end of this article are also courtesy of Mike, as he was 
able to locate original sales brochures, including a book full 
of brochures, with one of his winch purchases.

Mike Ahern’s 
Jeep purchase 
with  
Koenig top

You could 
also buy hard-
tops through 
Sears, both in 
steel and alu-
minum. The Sears tops came disassembled with instructions 
and the owner could have the Sears dealer install it or save 
money and install it himself. The Sears tops have a drip 
rail above the door, and the aluminum version has a curved 
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(continued on page 8)
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